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ON THE ALMOST EVERYWHERE CONVERGENCE
TO V DATA FOR HIGHER ORDER HYPERBOLIC OPERATORS

CHRISTOPHER D. SOGGE

ABSTRACT. First we prove a sharp maximal Fourier integral theorem for

Lp(Rn), 1 < p < 2, using the techniques of [4-6]. Then we apply the maxi-

mal theorem to prove a sharp result concerning the almost everywhere conver-

gence to Lp-initial data for the Cauchy problem for smooth variable coefficient

strictly hyperbolic linear partial differential operators of order m > 2.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to show how a recent interpolation

idea of Rubio de Francia [4] can be used along with results in [6, 7] to extend Stein's

[9] theorem regarding the Cauchy problem for second order strictly hyperbolic

operators to such operators of higher order.

We will be dealing with operators of the form

m

L = dm/dtm -^Vjfi.i.ô^Vât1,

3 = 1

where Am_^ is a differential operator of order m — j with smooth coefficients which,

for simplicity, we assume to be constant off of a compact set. One could relax this

condition by assuming instead a finite domain of dependence condition as in [6]. We

recall that such an operator is said to be strictly hyperbolic if the principal symbol,

Lm(£, r), has the property that when £ G R"\0, the polynomial in r, Lm(£, r), has

distinct real roots. For such operators we will study the following Cauchy problem

for R^+1:

{Lu = 0, t > 0,

(d>/dP)u(x,0) =0, l<i<m-l,

(dm-xldtm-l)u(x,Q) = f.

Our chief result will be that if m > 2 and if L is as above, then for / G Lj'oc(R"),

P > Pn,m = max{(l, 2n/(n + 2m — 3)}, the (weak) solution to (1.1) has the property

that

(1.2) u(x,t)/tm-1^f(x)/(m-l)\

almost everywhere. Also we will show that this result is sharp in the sense that if

Pn,m > 1, there are operators L for which there is not almost everywhere conver-

gence to LPnm(R") initial data.

When m = 2 this result in the constant coefficient case is due to Stein [9] and in

the variable coefficient case to Greenleaf [3] and Ruiz [5]. Also when m > 3 it was

shown by the author [6] that there is almost everywhere convergence to L2oc data.
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To prove our result we will first establish a maximal Fourier integral theorem for

Lp(TLn), 1 < p < 2, and then apply it along with the Fourier integral representation

for solutions to (1.1). Since the proof of the Lp maximal Fourier integral theorem

is very similar to the proof of the L2 maximal Fourier integral theorem in [6] we

will only sketch the details of the proof.

2. An Lp maximal Fourier integral theorem. Suppose that a(t;x,£) and

4>(t; x, £) are smooth on R+ x R"\0 and set

(2.1) (Ttf)(x)=  f    f(0a(t;x,t^)exp[i((x,0 + t4>(t;x,0)]d^.

Assume that a(t; x, £) = 0 when |£| < 2 and also that for some 6 > ^ one has

(2.2) \(d/dty(D5)(D¡)a(t;x,t)\<C\t\-s-M,        j < 1, \a\,\ß\ < n + 3.

Also the phase functions <f> are real, homogeneous of degree 1 in £, and satisfy

(2.3) \(dIdty(D*)(D0)<t>(t;x,t:)\< 1/2     ii\i\ = l, j<l,\a\,\ß\<n + 2,.

Then our result is the following

THEOREM 2.1.   Let n > 1. If 1 < p < 2 and if 6 > 6(p) = [2n - p(n - l)]/2 in
(2.2) then

(2.4) sup  \(Ttf)(x)
0<t<l

<C\
LP(R»)

lLP(R")

We remark that when p = 2 this result in the multiplier case is due independently

to Bourgain [1] and Sogge-Stein [7], and also for 1 < p < 2 the multiplier case is

due to Rubio de Francia [4]. When p = 2 the inequality (2.4) was proved by the

author in [6].

To prove (2.4) we will, as in Rubio de Francia [4], break up the amplitude

a(t; x, £) dyadically and use square function arguments to obtain estimates for each

of the resulting pieces. For this purpose let ib G Cq°(R) satisfy supp(V>) C [|, §]

and J2?=o^(2~3s) = 1 for s > 2, and set a¿(i;ar,£) = V(2_;Í£l)a(í;z,£)- Then if
we define TJ)t to be the operator where a is replaced by a3 in (2.1) and if (T* f)(x) =

sup0<t<i |(Tjit/)|, then to prove (2.4) it is enough to show that if 6 > ^ in (2.4) is

arbitrary then for every e > 0 one has

(2.5)

However,

(2.6)

|r;/|| <cp,e2-w-sM-£M\f\\p-

(r;/)2 < 2 f \T,
Jo

Jo

f\ dt
T3,tf dt

Tjitf\ \Tjttf\ dt/t < 2S3f ■ Sjf.

Here fj is a Fourier integral operator whose amplitude

äi(i;i,0 = ̂ (2-,'|e|)ä(i;i,0
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only satisfies the estimates (2.2) with 8 = 6 + 1, where 8 is the exponent for a. Also

Sjf is the square function

1/2

Sjf fo   \Thtf\2dt/t

and Sjf is similarly defined.

Now if one uses the standard I? theory of Fourier integrals as in [6] it is easy to

verify that one has the uniform estimates

(2.7) ||S,./||a < C2-#||/||a>    \\Sjfh < C2-W~V\\fh,

and hence by (2.6) one has

LEMMA 2.1.   For every j < 1,

í|t;/||2<c72^1/2-5)||/||2.

As a result of this it follows from real interpolation that (2.5) is a consequence

of the following estimate.

LEMMA 2.2.   If ß > n/2, then for every j > 1

I|t;/||l1<c/32-^-'3-1/2)||/||„1.

However from (2.6) it follows that T*/ < 2^2Sjf + 2~^2S:Jf, so one now only

needs to verify that if ß > n/2, then

(2.8) \\Sjf\\L><C2M-V\\f\\flt,        \\Sjf\\L1 < C2»'<1+',-*>H/IIki.

These two estimates, however, follow easily from the proof of the Hörmander

multiplier theorem (cf. [11, pp. 271-275; 4]). In fact, if

Kt(x, y) =  U(2-i \ti\) a (t; x, tf) cit(v.€>+t«t!«,0] ¿^

then by Calderón-Zygmund theory (since (2.7) holds) one only needs to verify that

there is a constant Cß depending only on ß > n/2 such that

f ( [   \Kt(x + x0,x-y)-Kt(x + x0)x)\2 dt/t]      dx <C02~^&-0),
J\x\>2\y\   \J0 J

as well as a similar estimate for the kernels Kt of TJit. These two estimates follow in

a straightforward manner using the L2-boundedness of Fourier integral operators

and so the details are left to the reader.

3.    Almost everywhere convergence in the Cauchy problem.  We are

now in a position to use the Fourier integral representation for solutions to (1.1) in

order to obtain our main result. Recall that L is a strictly hyperbolic differential

operator of order m > 2 on R™+1 whose smooth coefficients are constant outside

of a compact set.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let L be an mth order strictly hyperbolic operator as above with

m>2. Then if f G Lfoc(Rn), p > p„,m = max{l,2n/(n + 2m- 3)}, the (weak)
solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1) has the property that

(3.1) u(x,t)ltm~l^f(x)l(m-l)\

almost everywhere. Furthermore, this result is sharp in the sense that if pn,m > 1»

there are operators L as above for which (3.1) does not hold on LPnm(Rn).

As one can easily verify, (3.1) follows from Theorem 2.1 and the following well-

known result for small time solutions of (1.1) (see eg. [12, pp. 308-313; 2, pp. 215-

221]).

LEMMA 3.1. Let L be as above. Then there is a to > 0 so that for 0 < t < to

the solution u(x,t) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) satisfies

,        •.        m-1
u(x,t)

rm—1
fc=0

]T   / / (0 ak (t; x, tO e-2-[<x,C)+^(*;x,i)] dc + Ä/(tj xy

Here (f>k(t; x, £) and ak(t; x, £) are smooth on (0, to] x R™ x R"\0, ak(t; x, £) = 0 if

|£| < 2, and ak satisfies (2.2) with 8 = m — 1. Also <j>k(t; x, £) is real, homogeneous

of degree one in £, and satisfies

\(d/dty(D^)(D0)Mt;x,o\<c

if ICI = 1, j < 1, and \a\, \ß\ < n + 3. Finally, ](Rf)(t,x)\ < Cf*(x), where f* is
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function for f.

Since, as we have noted, Lemma 3.1 implies (3.1) we are only left with demon-

strating the sharpness of Theorem 3.1. To this end let i > 1 and n > 2 and consider

the strictly hyperbolic operator L of order m = 21,

2

£=n(L-^)
3 = 1   V '

Then the  (weak)  solution to the Cauchy problem  (1.1)  must have the form

u(x, t)/tm-1 = J2lj=i Kj,t * f + Rtf, where Kjit(x) = K3(x/t) ■ t~n with

Kj X(0ain(27r¿|£|)/|É|
m—1

and \Rtf\ < Cf (see [2, pp. 215-221]). Thus, if p„,m = 2n/(n + 2m - 3) > 1, it
follows from counterexamples of Stein-Wainger [10] that there is an / G LPnm(R")

for which supt>0 | 2~2j=x(^j.t * f)(x)\ = °° f°r all X. In a similar manner one can

show that when m = 21 + 1 is odd, the results for

^(^)n(IU^.
must be sharp. Also, if n — 1, then pi>m > 1 only when m = 2, and one can easily

check that the above results are sharp when L = d2/dt2 — d2/dx2.
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